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The first desktop version of
AutoCAD, released in
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December 1982, ran on a
Motorola 6800-series

microcomputer. In 1984, it
was ported to the Intel

80386 microprocessor, thus
making it the first computer-

aided design software
available for the PC and the
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first time that CAD software
was available for all personal

computers on the market.
Since then, AutoCAD has
been upgraded with new

features, interfaces and user
interfaces, new languages,
new rendering and color
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management functionality,
support for embedded

features and of course with
new hardware and software

platforms. This article
covers the history of

AutoCAD and its support
for a range of different
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software and hardware
platforms and of course an
introduction to the basics of

AutoCAD. The founding
members of the company
were Ross Perot, Thomas
Ryan, Ken Mattingly and

Tom Caudill. Autodesk was
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started in 1982 by this group
of experienced designers,

developers and businessmen.
The first AutoCAD desktop

version was released on
December 13, 1982, and

later on October 24, 1984, it
was released as a PC-based
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version for IBM PC, Apple
II and Atari. The first

version for Apple Macintosh
was released on September
26, 1985. The first version
for DOS was released in
1986 and was based on

Microsoft DOS. One of the
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most important versions of
AutoCAD was the release of

AutoCAD for Windows,
which introduced new user

interface with a ribbon
toolbar, and a new set of

features, such as the ability
to simultaneously edit
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multiple layers, dynamically
create linetypes and drawing

objects, modify layer
properties, name objects,
and assign toolbars and

controls. The first version of
AutoCAD for Windows was
released in 1990, and since
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then many versions have
been released. In 1998,

Autodesk bought Computer
Associates Software, a

company that had developed
and marketed AutoCAD

from 1982 until 1994. The
first version of AutoCAD
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for Windows was released
on March 27, 1990. The first

version for Windows NT
was released in 1994, while

the first version for
Windows 95 was released in

1994. In 1998, Autodesk
bought Computer Associates
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Software, a company that
had developed and marketed
AutoCAD from 1982 until
1994. This company used a
lot of the money from this
acquisition to reinvest in
new technologies and to
develop new versions of
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AutoCAD. In 2006,
Autodesk bought the full
rights to AutoCAD from

Computer Associates
Software.

AutoCAD Crack + PC/Windows

Applications and add-ons
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AutoCAD Mechanical, now
owned by Synform, which
created a mechanism for
users to create parametric

mechanical drawings in 2D
(or 3D with a 2D sheet)
based on the design of a

mechanical drawing created
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by an engineer using the free
version of AutoCAD. Since
the early 2000s, AutoCAD

Mechanical has shipped with
AutoCAD LT and AutoCAD

Student Edition, and had
AutoCAD 2013 bring it into

its own category. Since
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version 2016, it has been
available for Home and

Student editions. AutoCAD
Architecture, a web

application for architects
and interior designers

designed to enhance their
workflows by providing
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greater collaboration and
design management

capabilities. The software is
available through the Adobe
MarketPlace, and integrates
with Adobe Revu and Adobe
XD. AutoCAD Electrical, a

web application for
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electrical engineers and
technicians, was created in
late 2012. It is designed to

create, analyze and simulate
electrical engineering

drawings and schematics. Its
features include parametric
calculation, that allows the
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user to customize the design
process of electrical

components, simulation, that
allows the user to test the
simulation results before
they send the drawing to
manufacturing, and help,

which is an intelligent
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system that will suggest
common actions when users
enter a drawing for the first
time. AutoCAD Electrical is
compatible with AutoCAD

LT and AutoCAD 2013.
AutoCAD Civil 3D, a web

application for civil
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engineers and land
surveyors, was released in
early 2013 and is based on
AutoCAD Civil 3D 2012.
The application includes
tools for field service and
drawing review, provides
tools to inspect drawing
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parameters and materials,
and a component library for

more advanced design
workflows. The application
also includes a system that
allows users to work on the
same drawing at different
workstations. AutoCAD
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Civil 3D is compatible with
AutoCAD LT and AutoCAD
2013. AutoCAD's first large
add-on was AutoCAD 360.

In May 2014, Autodesk
acquired 360 Design

Software, whose initial
product line was AutoCAD
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360. As of 2017, it has been
discontinued and superseded

by AutoCAD 360 Suite,
which is currently available
as a beta on the Autodesk
Exchange Apps store. The

company has also been
credited with a number of
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smaller, less expensive add-
ons, which have been

published by their software
partners. In 2012, the new
versions of AutoCAD and

AutoCAD LT for 2013 were
accompanied by the release

a1d647c40b
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Q: Compiler does not
compile file with the ld
command The command
that gives me an error is g++
program.cpp -L. -o a.out
error message program.cpp:
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In function ‘int main(int,
char**)’: program.cpp:15:
error: no matching function
for call to ‘writeToDAT’
program.cpp:5: note:
candidates are: /usr/include/c
++/4.8/fstream:67: note:
void std::basic_ostream >&
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std::operator >&,
std::basic_string,
std::allocator > const&) I
have a.h and a.cpp. If I
compile the.cpp file
separately using g++ it
compiles fine. A: The
program that you are trying
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to compile has a
(undefined?) default
constructor. This constructor
will have to be defined by
you to be able to use the
std::ostream class. If you are
familiar with C++11, you
can use a defaulted
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constructor (which isn't
necessary, but I'm always
doing it for new projects). If
you are using an older
version of C++ (before
C++11), you'll have to
define a constructor that
takes a single const char*
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parameter. std::ofstream
writeToDAT(const char
*fileName) { std::ofstream
fileStream(fileName);
fileStream The point,
though, is that he simply
doesn't want to go to the
mics and say he thinks his
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whole party is unelectable.
(Update: What a poor error
by the New York Times.

What's New In?

Do you want to create a
UML class diagram or
functional flow chart from
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your paper drawings? With
the new Markup Assist and
Markup Import features in
AutoCAD, you can create
UML from paper diagrams
and align them to your
schematic drawings in
seconds. (video: 1:30 min.)
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Markup Assist and Markup
Import: Export to DXF You
can also export any text or
line to DXF, including
annotation, from AutoCAD.
(video: 1:43 min.)
Automatic Symbols Using
the new feature in
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AutoCAD, AutoCAD
creates symbols
automatically from text,
labels, line breaks, and other
symbols. (video: 1:15 min.)
Symbol Variants Use the
new feature in AutoCAD to
create a symbol from a line
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and then customize the
symbol with a unique color
or pattern for each instance
of the symbol. (video: 1:47
min.) Text Watermark No
more messy or complicated
watermarks! With the new
Text Watermark feature,
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you can add any watermark
to a text object that is
compatible with the
watermark function. (video:
1:30 min.) Align Arc
Segments With the new
Align Arc Segments feature,
you can precisely align arcs
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to an arc on the same layer
and create alignments that
are consistent when you use
them over and over again.
(video: 1:55 min.)
Automatic Measurements
You can also change
dimensions to the text-based
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measurement of text in the
same way you would a
dimension. (video: 1:48
min.) Faster and Easier
Innovative innovation is in
AutoCAD’s DNA. That’s
why it offers a streamlined
user interface that puts your
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drawing at the center of your
design workflow. More and
More Innovation AutoCAD
continues to innovate. The
latest innovations are
focused on speed and
productivity, and the new
features in AutoCAD 2023
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continue that tradition.
Here’s a quick look at what’s
new in AutoCAD 2023:
Visualize Your Workflow
The more you work with
AutoCAD, the more you’ll
find yourself using the
command line or in the
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command dialog. You’ll also
find yourself closing the
dialog and opening it again if
you want to perform another
task. Now, with
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

You need at least a Pentium
III 800 MHz CPU and 32
MB of RAM to run the
game. Game Screenshots
The Shatner News Game
Game Play Walkthrough
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Game Walkthrough 1 Game
Walkthrough 2 System
Requirements: What's New
in this Version:
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